
Blue’s battle space 
awareness was enhanced 
by coalition forces.

Nations have openly 
accepted Blue’s military in 
region by granting 
bed-down and basing.

Blue’s coalition 
provided critical 
military advantages.

QUESTION:
What Blue actions and capabilities kept you from 
fully reaching your political and military objectives 
(during GLOBAL 2001)?

ANSWER:
1. Game design requirements (move 1 forces, favorable 

domestic and international political assumptions, 
unrealistic Blue technology posture) built in a 
significant Blue military advantage.

2. Blue move 1 and technological advantages rendered 
Red conventional military tactics virtually irrelevant.

3. Blue launch/RSTA sanctuaries and highly effective 
targeting precluded Red anti-access strategies.

4. Air superiority gave Blue unconstrained freedom of 
movement in the Gulf and the GOO, including over 
land.

5. Blue conventional military superiority failed to prevent 
Red asymmetrical strategies (human shield) from 
creating serious political dilemmas for Blue.

Facts provided by Red Players during Global 
2001, Newport RI.
Names withheld at Players request.

Analysis of facts done by the following 8/17/01 at 
NWC, Newport RI:

CAPT Terrance Cush
Prof. Stephen Downes-Martin
Prof. James Fitzsimonds

Prof. Craig Koerner
LCDR Curtiss Plunk
Prof. Robert Rubel

Once Blue loses its 
ability to clear naval 
mines, it cannot enter 
or leave the Gulf with 
naval vessels without 
ships being sunk.

Marine landing at 
prepo on [place #4] 
did not change cell 
decisions.  It was 
used for information 
operations.

Red can attack [org. #1] states 
at will and mobilize troops into 
region faster than Blue.

Time is on the 
side of Red.  
[Place #3] closed 
now.  Oil prices 
going up fast.

Red can apply economic 
pressure on Blue using 
its geographical 
advantage.

Blue/World 
cannot afford $ 
a prolonged 
closure of the 
Straits.

Despite Blue tactical 
success, Red retained 
significant advantages 
conferred by geography.

Blue did not respond to 
external pressures (e.g. 
request by [place #5] to 
defuse tensions).

Blue has been unresponsive 
to external pressures (e.g. 
media, IO/PsyOps, political 
standing, ally perceptions).

Blue is employing weapons 
systems that it would claim 
is is a violation of maritime 
international law if these 
same systems were used 
against U.S. vessels (I.e. 
sub tagging).

Blue allowed to ignore 
realistic geopolitical 
constraints.

Blue BDA is not taking into 
account Red strategic 
investment in denial and 
deception methodologies, 
and IE (decoys, netting, etc).

Blue is not taking in Red’s 
ability to attack Blue globally 
and asymmetrically  
(non-State actors, terrorists).

Game design 
limited Red’s ability 
to influence Blue by 
asymmetric means.

Blue forces 
have a 
significant 
force 
advantage.

Blue was perceived to 
have overwhelming force 
(numbers, quality, tech) 
available at StartEx.

A CVBG and 
ARG had 
passed [place 
#3] at 
StartEx.

Blue started game with both 
a significant technical and 
positional advantage which 
they maintained.

Elements of game 
design limited Red 
prospects.

Blue EA has reduced 
Red SA and C2 
capability substantially.

Red naval assets had 
to search harder for 
Blue naval assets.

Blue CVN had sporadic 
displayed location 
through game day 2.

Red had difficulty 
determining Blue 
force locations.

Blue has a 
better than 
expected ability 
to target small 
boats.

Very effective 
location and tagging 
of subs.  Good ASW 
campaign.

Red subs forced to change plans 
(proceed to another port) to de-tag.

Red sub operations 
effectively disrupted 
by Blue tagging.

Blue air assets 
tagged 2 Red 
submarines by 
torpedoes.

UCAV’s 
had good 
accuracy.

Blue targeting and electronic 
attack capabilities forced Red 
to move around SA-12’s and 
20’s in order to preserve 
those assets.

Blue effectively 
targeted Red 
mobile assets.

Sensor network 
has frustrated 
Red D&D and 
mobility 
counter-targeting 
efforts.

Blue effectively 
neutralized Red mobile 
anti-access forces.

Red must use assets (Scuds, 
Airborne) early or stand losing them 
once Blue forces arrive in theater.

Marine vertical envelopment 
of prepo site would have 
overcome Red’s original 
defensive plan.

Red did not have an effective 
defense against Blue vertical 
envelopment capability.

Red ground force CDR 
decided to garrison key 
cities/bases due to Blue ability 
to strike inland via Osprey.

Red has had little 
success at targeting 
Blue UAV’s with 
SAM’s.

Red SAM’s, specifically 
SA-12 & 20, have been 
ineffective against 
Blue.  They can’t seem 
to engage the aircraft.

UCAV’s “rained down” 
on installations with no 
real defense.

Red SAM’s 
ineffective against 
all Blue aircraft.

Red dispersed air units from 
5 bases to over 40 bases 
further inland on day 1.

Red disbursed its air 
power in part because 
of its assessment of 
Blue air power.

Blue air power forced Red 
to disperse air forces.

Blue STK capability put 
Red in a defensive 
posture from the start.

Blue fighter presence, rapidly 
deployed, has forced us to 
cede air superiority to Blue.

Blue quickly gained air 
superiority in the littoral 
and maintained it 
throughout the game.

Red air defense system 
performance did not 
meet expectations.

Precision stand off 
weapons allow Blue to 
strike from sanctuary.

The space-based weapons that 
destroyed several of our missile 
sites (SSN-27 & SA-20) reduced 
greatly our strategic depth and 
our ability to deny access.

Blue was able to create 
effective launch platform 
sanctuaries.

Process designed and led by
Dr. Stephen Downes-Martin


